
Formulations Architecture: The Dynamic
Intersection of Mathematics, Culture, and
Writing
Architecture is a creative process that not only requires an intricate understanding
of mathematical principles and cultural influences, but also demands effective
communication through the written word. It is the harmonious blend of these three
elements - mathematics, culture, and writing - that formulates the foundations of
extraordinary architectural wonders.

The Role of Mathematics in Architecture

Mathematics is the language that underlies architecture. From calculating
structural integrity to developing spatial configurations, architects utilize various
mathematical concepts to bring their vision to life. The use of geometry,
proportions, and ratios are crucial in creating aesthetically pleasing and
structurally sound buildings.

For instance, the ancient Greeks heavily relied on the golden ratio, a
mathematical ratio seen in nature, to guide their architectural designs. They
believed that by incorporating this proportion into their temples and buildings,
they could achieve an optimal sense of harmony and beauty. Even modern
architects continue to draw upon mathematical principles, using advanced
computational algorithms to model complex forms and optimize structural
systems.
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Cultural Influences on Architectural Design

Architecture is not solely about constructing functional spaces; it is also a
reflection of the culture it belongs to. The unique customs, traditions, and beliefs
of a society shape the architectural style and design choices of its buildings. From
ancient Egyptian pyramids to Gothic cathedrals and contemporary skyscrapers,
each architectural movement carries the imprint of the culture that spawned it.

For example, Islamic architecture is known for its intricate geometric patterns and
ornate decorations. This style is deeply influenced by Islamic beliefs and the
notion of using geometric designs as a form of divine expression. Similarly, the
Bauhaus movement, which emerged in Germany during the early 20th century,
aimed to blend art, design, and craftsmanship with the ideals of mass production
and functionality. This ethos was a direct response to the culture and societal
changes of the time.

The Art of Writing in Architecture

Good architecture requires effective communication to convey the concept and
purpose of a design to the intended audience. This is where the art of writing
comes into play. From proposals and architectural reports to project descriptions
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and design narratives, architects must be skilled in crafting clear, persuasive, and
engaging written content.

When writing about architecture, architects must be able to effectively articulate
their ideas, justify design decisions, and convey the essence of a space. They
need to balance technical jargon with accessible language to engage both
professionals and laypeople alike. The ability to write concisely yet evocatively is
essential to capturing the imagination of clients, donors, and the public.

Formulating the Perfect Architectural Synthesis

Architecture is not a solitary pursuit but a collaborative effort that requires the
mastery of mathematics, an understanding of cultural contexts, and proficiency in
written communication. It is at the intersection of these disciplines where
architecture truly thrives and transforms from a mere structure into a work of art.

An architect who can skillfully incorporate mathematical principles into their
design, while considering cultural influences and effectively expressing their
vision through writing, has the power to create awe-inspiring spaces that resonate
with people on multiple levels.

Formulations Architecture is a fascinating journey that involves the harmonious
convergence of mathematics, culture, and writing. It is the ability to blend these
elements that enables architects to create architectural masterpieces that not
only fulfill functional requirements but also inspire and captivate the human spirit.
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An investigation of mathematics as it was drawn, encoded, imagined, and
interpreted by architects on the eve of digitization in the mid-twentieth century.

In Formulations, Andrew Witt examines the visual, methodological, and cultural
intersections between architecture and mathematics. The linkages Witt explores
involve not the mystic transcendence of numbers invoked throughout
architectural history, but rather architecture’s encounters with a range of
calculational systems—techniques that architects inventively retooled for design.
Witt offers a catalog of mid-twentieth-century practices of mathematical drawing
and calculation in design that preceded and anticipated digitization as well as an
account of the formal compendia that became a cultural currency shared between
modern mathematicians and modern architects.
            Witt presents a series of extensively illustrated “biographies of method”—
episodes that chart the myriad ways in which mathematics, particularly the
mathematical notion of modeling and drawing, was spliced into the creative
practice of design. These include early drawing machines that mechanized
curvature; the incorporation of geometric maquettes—“theorems made flesh”—
into the toolbox of design; the virtualization of buildings and landscapes through
surveyed triangulation and photogrammetry; formal and functional topology;
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stereoscopic drawing; the economic implications of cubic matrices; and a strange
synthesis of the technological, mineral, and biological: crystallographic design. 
            Trained in both architecture and mathematics, Witt uses mathematics as a
lens through which to understand the relationship between architecture and a
much broader set of sciences and visual techniques. Through an intercultural
exchange with other disciplines, he argues, architecture adapted not only the
shapes and surfaces of mathematics but also its values and epistemic ideals.
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